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Introductory comments by John M. Kane, M.D. regarding the utility of the training video

AIMS: 49 Minutes
- Intro to AIMS: 3:33
- Tips for conducting AIMS: 1:04
- Instructional Exam with Assessment: 11:45
  - Viewer observes instructor conducting an AIMS examination with a patient to learn proper examination technique.
- Severity Assessment: 7:37
  - The severity assessment portion displays a patient exhibiting two different severity levels for each individual AIMS item.
- Practice Exam: 9:58
  - The practice examination section shows the examination techniques without instructional narrative to allow the viewer to practice scoring utilizing the rating scale scoring sheet that is available at cpnp.org/dvd.
- Scoring Results: 4:50
  - The scoring section reviews the total rating for each AIMS item based on the previous practice examination viewed. The viewer is encouraged to compare their assessment scores to that of the instructor.
- Practice Exam w/scoring narrative: 9:52
  - The final section includes a scoring narrative which reviews reasoning for each item's scoring and is especially helpful to the viewer if their score deviates significantly from that of the instructor's in the previous section. This practice examination could possibly be used to provide competency for various healthcare professionals with the AIMS examination.

DISCUS: 48 Minutes
- Intro to DISCUS: 1:23
- Tips for conducting Examination: 2:04
- Instructional Exam: 11:51
  - Viewer observes DISCUS examination with patient to learn tips for proper examination technique
- Severity Assessment: 12:00
  - The severity assessment portion displays a patient exhibiting two different severity levels for each individual DISCUS item.
- Practice Exam: 10:14
  - The practice examination section shows the examination techniques without instructional narrative to allow the viewer to practice scoring utilizing the rating scale scoring sheet that is available at cpnp.org/dvd.
- Scoring Results: 2:01
  - The scoring section reviews the total rating for each DISCUS item based on the previous practice examination viewed. The viewer is encouraged to compare their assessment scores to that of the expert.
• Practice Exam w/ scoring narrative: 9:19
  • The final section includes a scoring narrative which reviews reasoning for each item's scoring and is especially helpful to the viewer if their score deviates significantly from that of the expert's in the previous section. This practice examination could possibly be used to provide competency and reduce inter-rater variability for various healthcare professionals with the DISCUS examination.

**BARS: 18 Minutes**
• Intro to BARS: 4:09
• Exam #1 and scoring: 7:18
• Exam #2 and scoring: 6:22
  • The instructor performs an assessment on two different patients with varying severity levels of akathisia and provides commentary with severity rating towards the end of the assessment.

**MSAS: 22 Minutes**
• Intro to MSAS: 1:55
• Exam #1 and scoring: 9:01
• Exam #2 and scoring: 11:30
  • The instructor performs an assessment on two different patients with varying severity levels of extrapyramidal side effects and provides commentary with severity rating towards the end of the assessment.